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Memristor

Resistive Random Access Memory - RRAM

Physical device
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- Hysteresis
- $10^{-4}$ to $10^{-1}$

Measurements

Average

LTspice Simulation

Parameter spread aggravates reproducible analysis.
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Circuit Derivation

Anti-parallel connection

- bidirectional behavior
- switches can be realized by transistors
  - maze topology creation
  - decoupling during read out operations
Circuit Derivation

Closure theorem of memristive networks facilitates wave digital emulation.
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Super-Efficiency

- effort is independent of maze size
- determined by switching time of one device
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Conclusion

Hardware implementation

- RRAM-cell used as memristors
- no separation between storage and processing unit
- super-efficient solution based on massive analog parallelism

Wave digital emulator

- intermediate stage towards hardware realization
- robust and flexible algorithmic model
- sensitivity analysis and optimization

Outlook

- applications in related graph theoretical optimization problems
  - swarm intelligence
  - ant colony optimization
  - ...
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